
Miners Garden: the first UK Registered as
cloud mining company with 2 mining farms

Your first choice to start cryptocurrency mining - miners garden - BTC Mining

SURREY, ENGLAND, UK, January 19, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Cryptocurrency miners are one of

the main figures in the crypto economy. They mint new coins that are more often than not sold

on the market so they can keep their operations running. Miners help secure the network and

are rewarded for doing so.

Most cryptocurrencies – including bitcoin, ether, and Litecoin – reward miners with a specific

amount of coins per block found, plus the amounts of collected fees included in the transactions

in the block they found.

When blockchains get clogged over large transaction volumes, miners make a profit as users

start competing with each other to get their transactions included in the next block. This

competition sees them bid on higher fees, that go directly to the miners that find the right

blocks.

Earlier this year, when the decentralized finance (Defi) space started booming, Ethereum miners’

revenues hit a two-year high of $602,000 per day. While the figure is split amongst all of the

miners on the network, it’s clear from the chart below how much more miners started earning.

Getting into crypto mining can, however, be challenging for newcomers to space. Finding the

right hardware to buy to make a profit is a challenge, and setting it up properly with the right

cooling system and finding the right energy prices to keep healthy margins may be reserved for

larger operations only.

To tackle these challenges cloud mining was created. Cloud mining lets users mine crypto assets

using rented cloud computing power without having to buy, install, and run the hardware

themselves. The service makes mining accessible to more people, but often cloud mining

providers charge hidden maintenance and energy fees that cutaway investors’ profits.

Enter MinerGarden, the first cloud cryptocurrency mining farm that puts accessibly and ease-of-

use ahead of fees. With MinerGarden, users can contribute to the security of their favorite

cryptocurrency network, while earning passive income through the firm’s affordable cloud

mining contracts.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://minersgarden.com


How to Mine Crypto With “Miners Garden”

MinerGarden offers users affordable Bitcoin cloud mining contracts, starting from 200 GH/s. This

means users can start mining with a very low initial investment and take their time to decide

whether the service is the right one for them.

The firm keeps prices low by using the proper equipment and hiring experts to configure it

properly. Mining using favorable energy prices also helps it keep down cryptocurrency cloud

mining contract costs. MinerGarden’s data centers host hundreds of miners and the farm

charges no maintenance fees.

To start crypto cloud mining with Miner Garden you just need to follow three simple steps:

· Register for an account – You need an account to both pays for the hash rate and to withdraw

your funds later on. Your account will also give you access to the dashboard where you can

monitor performance.

· Choose a mining plan – MinerGarden offers various mining plans on the Bitcoin network, Also

launched ETHASH to mine Ethereum, and Scrypt to mine LTC.

· Buy the hash rate you want – Finally, you just need to choose how much hash rate you’re

looking for and pay using Visa, Mastercard, or Bitcoin. After the payment is confirmed, mining

begins immediately.

That’s it – you are now contributing to the security of the cryptocurrency network you chose and

making a passive income doing so.

They have the Russian Farm and By adding the New Farm in Iceland Minersgarden Become the

fifth-largest BTC and ETH mining pool and is also the largest LTC mining pool in the world.

Minersgarden has served more than 200k users from 130+ countries/regions with secure &

professional services of cryptocurrency mining. It pioneered the PPS+ revenue distribution

model, which is safe and stable with higher revenue. Minersgarden is also the world’s first

mining pool that supports the Hourly Auto Conversion between mined coins and USDT.

Video link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FjqBU2oNlkM

Company certificate:

https://minersgarden.com/certificate-of-incorporation.html
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